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Cross-field particle transport in the scrape-off layer (SOL) of Alcator C-Mod [Phys.
Plasmas 1, 1511 (1994)] can be characterized by an effective particle diffusivity (Deff) that
increases markedly with distance from the separatrix. As a consequence, recycling onto the main-
chamber walls is large compared to plasma flows into the divertor volume. The SOL exhibits a two-
layer structure: Steep gradients and moderate fluctuation levels are typically found in a ~5 mm
region near the separatrix (near SOL) where parallel electron conduction typically dominates energy
losses. Small gradients and larger fluctuation levels with longer correlation times are found outside
this region (far SOL). Deff in the near SOL increases strongly with local plasma collisionality
normalized to the magnetic connection length. As the discharge density limit is approached, Deff
and associated fluctuation levels become large across the entire SOL and cross-field heat convection
everywhere exceeds parallel conduction losses, impacting the power balance of the discharge.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Cross-field particle transport near the separatrix and in the scrape-off layer (SOL) directly
influences the operation of a tokamak and needs to be understood in a way that can be scaled to
reactor conditions. The effectiveness of the divertor in receiving plasma exhaust and controlling
neutral pressures in the main-chamber volume critically depends on particle transport in the SOL. If
cross-field plasma transport is sufficiently high, then plasma flows onto wall surfaces in the main-
chamber volume will become large compared to plasma flows along field lines into the divertor
volume. In Alcator C-Mod1, this situation is routinely encountered2,3 and is termed a ‘main-
chamber recycling’ (MCR) regime. Impurity levels in the core plasma not only depend on the level
of plasma-wall interaction in the main chamber but also depend on particle transport behavior near
the separatrix. For example, high confinement mode plasmas (H-modes) which are free of edge
localized modes (ELMs) typically end in a radiation-induced collapse caused by impurity
accumulation. In contrast, enhanced Dα H-modes in Alcator C-Mod (EDA)4 avoid impurity
accumulation; a quasi-coherent edge fluctuation associated with EDA provides increased particle
transport across the separatrix5. Finally, as discussed in this paper, there is reason to believe that
cross-field particle transport at the separatrix and its dependence on discharge conditions plays a
key role in setting the maximum edge density that can be achieved in gas-fueled discharges and
impacting the discharge density limit.
In this paper, we examine the behavior of cross-field particle transport and resultant heat
convection through the separatrix, across the SOL, and onto main-chamber surfaces for a number
Alcator C-Mod discharges. The discharges and the diagnostic tools used for this work are
discussed in section II. A technique of inferring effective cross-field particle diffusion coefficients
(Deff) from profile data described in Ref [3] is summarized in section III. This technique utilizes
the observation that C-Mod operates predominantly in a MCR regime such that cross field plasma
flux profiles can be inferred directly from ionization profiles. Section IV extends regression
analysis results reported in Ref [3], correlating Deff with local plasma conditions in discharges with
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different plasma currents and magnetic fields. It is found that Deff in a ~5 mm zone near the
separatrix (near SOL) is well correlated with the local values of electron-ion mean free path
normalized to the magnetic connection length, Deff ~ (λei/L)-1.7. Section V describes plasma
fluctuations and the behavior of fluctuations and heat convection as the discharge density limit is
approached. Consistent with the finding that Deff increases rapidly with distance from the
separatrix, the amplitude and character of plasma fluctuations in the near and far SOL zones is
markedly different. Near the density limit, cross-field heat convection clearly dominates over
parallel conduction losses over the entire SOL and becomes an important component in the power
balance of the discharge. Section VI draws connections between this work and transport/fluctuation
observations made in other experiments. Section VII summarizes the principal findings.
II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
All results reported in this paper were obtained in deuterium discharges with a diverted,
lower single-null magnetic equilibrium, similar to that of Fig. 1. Only ohmically heated discharges
are investigated in this paper since their moderate power densities enables the use of probe
diagnostics to investigate the SOL. More detailed information on the first-wall geometry and the
edge diagnostic set can be found in Ref. [3].
Referring to Fig. 1, the following surface areas can be defined based on line segments in the
poloidal plane, revolved about the torus centerline:  Divertor throat spans across the X-point region,
from probe 8 on the outer divertor to probe 4 on the inner divertor. Divertor target includes
segments that span from probe 1 to 8 on the outer and from probe 1 to 4 on the inner divertor.
Main-chamber surface includes all surfaces above the divertor throat. Divertor baffle includes
segments that span from probe 8 to 10 on the outer and from probe 4 to 6 on the inner divertor.
Primary limiter structures in the main chamber consist of a toroidally continuous inner-wall
limiter, and principally two discrete outboard limiters spanning ~6 degrees toroidally and separated
by ~180 degrees toroidally. Secondary limiter structures exist ~5 mm (mapped to midplane)
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beyond the shadow of primary limiters at a number of toroidal locations. These are used to
minimize plasma density at the surface of ICRF antennas which are in turn displaced another ~5
mm further into the SOL. Separatrix-to-limiter gaps for most of the data reported here were 18 to
20 mm (mapped to midplane), with inner and outer gaps similar. Density limit discharges (in
section V) had a reduced outer gap of 12 mm. Scrape-off layer flux surfaces which miss the
limiters terminate on the divertor target or baffle surfaces.
Mounted onto the side of one outboard limiter, 15 cm above the midplane (see Fig.1), is a
cylindrical Langmuir probe which spans a 14 mm zone from the leading edge into the shadow of
the limiter. The signal of this ‘limiter shadow particle flux probe’ (LSFP) corresponds to a spatial
integral of local ion saturation current density across the local shadow of the limiter. Magnetic field
lines which terminate on this probe extend only a short distance ( L = 1.1 m) and terminate on an
adjacent limiter structure. As a result, the ratio of ionization rate to plasma loss rate out the ends of
the ‘flux tube’ intercepted by the probe, n v L Cion s0 σ / , is typically much less than one. [Here
n0  is the local neutral density (< ~5x1017 m-3, estimated from midplane pressure measurements
and neutral flux balance), σv ion  is the ionization rate (~10-14 m3 s-1), and Cs  is the local sound
speed (~ 3x104 m s-1)]. Therefore, the ion current collected by the probe arises primarily from
plasma diffusing across field lines into the local limiter shadow over a wide range of plasma
conditions. Using simple geometry, the probe signal can be related to the cross-field ion flux
arriving at the edge of the local limiter shadow. The edge of the local limiter shadow is located 4 to
5 mm (mapped to midplane) beyond a magnetic flux surface which is tangent to the outboard
limiters. [See Fig.1: The outer-most flux surface shown is tangent to the outboard limiter. At the
poloidal location of the LSFP, the edge of the outer limiter (and the LSFP) is located 4 to 5 mm
beyond this flux surface.]
Absolutely calibrated Dα brightnesses from radial chords which span a vertical extent of 0.1
m about the plasma center are recorded by a photodiode array. For the present studies, the chords
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are located 30 cm toroidally from an outboard limiter and therefore may pickup a level of Dα
emission that is somewhat higher than the toroidal average. However, Dα monitored at two other
toroidal locations during previous run campaigns has yielded comparable signals (within a factor of
2) under the same discharge conditions. This indicates that either toroidal asymmetry contributions
are small or that the dominant contribution to the Dα signal comes from recycling at the inner-wall
limiter surface. Profiles of Lyα emission across the outer scrape-off layer are detected along 20
chords which view tangentially to magnetic flux surfaces6. The chords become tangent to magnetic
flux surfaces at a location that is separated 30 cm toroidally from an outboard limiter,
corresponding to the location of the Dα chords described above. Using a simple Abel inversion
algorithm, the absolutely-calibrated brightnesses yield Lyα emissivity profiles with 2 mm spatial
resolution.
High resolution profiles of electron temperature and density across the separatrix and into
the SOL are obtained from a combination of edge Thomson scattering7 and two scanning probe
diagnostics. A vertical-scanning probe samples plasma at a position ‘upstream’ from the throat of
the outer divertor, and a horizontal-scanning probe records conditions 10 cm above the midplane.
Both probes employ four Langmuir probe elements: Two elements are used to continuously
monitor floating potential profiles while the other two are operated in a voltage sweep mode to
obtain densities and temperatures along the probe's trajectory. The latter two elements also record
ion saturation current fluctuations and can be used to form a ‘Mach probe pair’; the plasma flow
parallel to the local magnetic field can be estimated from the ratio of ion saturation currents8. By
integrating the poloidal projection of parallel Mach and ExB flows along the trajectory of the vertical
scanning probe, the particle flux directed towards the outer divertor throat and baffle can be
obtained. Plasma density, electron temperatures and ion fluxes across the divertor target and baffles
are obtained from an embedded array of Langmuir probes.
Profile data from all diagnostics are mapped onto magnetic flux surfaces and labeled by the
coordinate ρ, which is defined as the distance in major radius outside the last-closed flux surface at
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the outboard midplane. The electron stagnation pressure profiles measured by divertor probes,
scanning probes, and edge Thomson scattering system can be made to overlay by adjusting their
relative flux surface mappings in ρ. The technique is employed in this paper, to ‘align’ the data
from these diagnostics with an estimated accuracy of ~2 mm. In any case, the principal results
presented in this paper are not sensitive to mapping corrections. For example, Deff  estimates rely
on the known locations of the horizontal-scanning probe and Lyα chords and not the identification
of the flux surface that is the separatrix.
III. PARTICLE BALANCE
A. Main-chamber recycling in Alcator C-Mod
A simple analysis of particle balance in Alcator C-Mod clearly shows that under a wide
variety of discharge conditions, recycling in the main-chamber scrape-off layer (SOL) is
predominately onto main-chamber surfaces. Particle fluxes to main-chamber surfaces are clearly
large compared to the particle flow between the main-chamber and divertor volumes and can even
exceed the particle flux onto the divertor target2,3. We summarize here some of the observations
which support this picture. Further observations and details can be found in Refs. [2,3,11,12].
Figure 2 displays ion fluxes inferred from a variety of diagnostics versus line-averaged
plasma density for a set of ohmic L-mode discharges (studied in more detail in section III). The
vertical axis records: (1) ionization source in the main-chamber from midplane Dα brightness (a
rough estimate of the total neutral flux ‘attacking’ the plasma in the main chamber) based on 45
ionizations per Dα photon9 and assuming toroidal/poloidal symmetry, (2) ion flux onto the divertor
target plus baffles, (3) ion flux onto the divertor baffles, (4) ion flux crossing a magnetic flux
surface which is 4 to 5 mm beyond the shadow cast by the main-chamber limiters [from ‘limiter
shadow particle flux probe’ (LSFP) assuming toroidal/poloidal transport symmetry], and (5) an
estimate of the plasma flux heading toward the divertor throat and baffles based on vertical scanning
probe data. The latter quantity includes Mach and ExB flows evaluated along the trajectory of the
vertical scanning probe, multiplied by a factor of two to estimate the contribution from the inner
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divertor leg (although ExB flows are likely to be pointing away from the divertor on this leg,
possibly resulting in a lower value).
We assess the level of confidence in these estimates as follows. Based on camera images of
visible light in the main chamber and on comparisons of data from the Dα and Lyα diagnostics, we
find evidence of a higher level of recycling (factor of 2 to 3) occurring on the smaller major radius
edge of the plasma (inner limiter) than at the outer edge. This may be real or an artifact of these
diagnostics not ‘seeing’ the full extent of the recycling from the outer limiters which might be
highly localized. This observation, combined with the possibility of contributions of reflected light
to the Dα measurement, suggest that the Dα estimate may be systematically high by a factor of ~2.
The ion fluxes to the divertor targets and baffles are based on a direct measurement of the
ion saturation current density from probes and the assumption of toroidal symmetry of plasma
conditions. The expected accuracy of these flux estimates is around ±20%, reflecting the
uncertainty in the local current density measurements.
The local cross-field ion flux density entering into the shadow cast by the main-chamber
limiters at the same poloidal location has been measured at two different toroidal locations by two
different methods (horizontal scanning probe profiles in Ref. [3], LSPF data shown in Fig. 2).
These two measurements agree quite well (±20%). In addition, cross-field integration of the Lyα-
derived ionization profile (discussed in next section) yields a separate estimate of the local ion flux
density crossing a flux surface tangent to the main-chamber limiter edge. This value is
systematically 0.5 times the flux density inferred from the LSFP over the full range of plasma
conditions. These tests lend confidence that the Lyα-derived local ionization profile estimates are
indeed proportional to the local fluxes but that they may be systematically low by a factor of ~2.
If one accepts that recycling on the inner limiter is indeed higher than on the outer limiters
by a factor of 2 to 3, then in order to get an estimate of the total ion flux to all limiters, one may
need to multiply the LSPF estimate shown in Fig. 2 by a factor of 2 or more, particularly in view of
the fact that the estimate shown here is based on the flux measured 4 to 5 mm beyond the shadow
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cast by the limiters. Such an estimate of the total ion flux to all limiters would be in rough
agreement with the main-chamber ionization source estimated from midplane Dα , reduced by a
factor of ~2 to be consistent with the postulated in-out asymmetry.
Recognizing that there may be a significant in-out limiter recycling asymmetry, we use the
LSPF estimate shown in Fig.2 as a lower-bound estimate of the total ion flux to all limiters in this
paper. Further evidence that this quantity may under-represent the recycling fluxes on main-
chamber limiter surfaces comes from a comparison of the neutral pressure measurements separated
poloidally (and toroidally). A pressure gauge at the top of the vessel almost always measures
pressures significantly above (x2-10) that measured at the midplane, suggesting a level of neutral
pressure (recycling) surrounding the core plasma that may be minimum at the outer midplane.
Estimates of the plasma flux heading toward the divertor throat and baffles rely on Mach
probe theory and accurate measurement of the ExB flows. We expect the accuracy here to be within
about a factor of 2. It should be noted that the flux directed towards the divertor throat (not shown
here) is only a portion (less than ~1/2) of the flux directed toward the divertor throat plus baffles.
Even allowing for the expected uncertainties in the flux estimates, Fig. 2 clearly illustrates
the main-chamber recycling behavior in Alcator C-Mod over a wide range of discharge conditions
(0.14 < n ne G/  < 0.43, with nG being the Greenwald density10): The recycling onto main-chamber
limiters is at least comparable (from limiter-shadow flux estimate) or greatly exceeds (from
ionization source estimate) the ion flux arriving on the divertor target plus baffles. Flux directed
towards the divertor throat is clearly much smaller than the ion flux arriving on the divertor targets.
Thus, while a strong level of recycling occurs in both the divertor and main-chamber volumes there
appears to be a relatively weak flux of particles communicating between them.
The physics underlying the magnitude of MCR in Alcator C-Mod and the degree to which
other tokamaks exhibit similar phenomena is an interesting and important topic11. Clearly, in order
to predict when or if a similar regime will occur in a tokamak reactor, one needs to develop a
fundamental understanding of cross-field particle transport. If cross-field particle transport is
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sufficiently high, then there can exist a situation where MCR will persist for virtually any divertor,
baffle, and main-chamber wall geometry3. In this paper, we do not explore MCR further than in Ref
[3]. Rather, we use the observation that C-Mod operates in the MCR regime to help extract some
fundamental information about the relationship between cross-field particle transport, heat
convection and the plasma conditions that exist in the SOL.
B. Deff profiles from local particle balance
In the MCR regime, the outward, cross-field particle flux over the entire SOL is balanced
primarily by ionization of neutrals evolving from main-chamber limiter/wall surfaces. As indicated
in the previous section, parallel flows to distant divertor throat and baffles do not greatly influence
this particle balance. Therefore, if one can obtain an estimate of the ionization profile across the
SOL, then one can simply integrate it to estimate the cross-field particle flux density profile.
Dividing the local cross-field particle flux density by the magnitude of the local density gradient
leads to an estimate of an effective particle diffusion coefficient, Deff.
At present, we do not measure the ionization profile over the entire 2-D domain of the SOL.
However, we can compute the cross-field ionization profile at the poloidal location of the Lyα
diagnostic using Abel-inverted emissivity profiles, the density and temperature profiles measured by
the horizontal-scanning probe, and Johnson-Hinnov rate coefficients9. Although we expect some
degree of poloidal and/or toroidal asymmetry in the neutral densities surrounding the core plasma,
we also expect the shape of the ‘poloidally averaged’ ionization profile, which is determined by
neutral charge exchange and ionization, to be similar to the locally inferred ionization profile.
Therefore, in the MCR regime, we expect the cross-field particle flux profile to be approximately
proportional to the integral of the local cross-field ionization source profile. The degree to which the
ionization profile at the location of the Lyα diagnostic is characteristic of the poloidally averaged
ionization profile and the influence of parallel flows to the divertor and baffle structure on the
inferred cross-field flux profile can be assessed with the help of 2-D transport simulations.
This method for estimating cross-field particle flux and Deff  profiles directly from the Lyα-
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inferred ionization profiles, including the effect of plasma flows toward the divertor throat and
baffles was examined in Ref [3]. The method was found to systematically track cross-field fluxes
and Deff  profiles within a factor of ~2 of that obtained from full 2-D transport simulations12 using
UEDGE13 over a wide variation in plasma density, with a tendency towards reporting lower Deff
values. A sensitivity study was also reported in Ref [3], varying the plasma flow toward the divertor
throat and baffles over the values of 0, 0.5 and 1.0 times the flux arriving on the limiters/wall. In
changing this parameter (α) from 0.5 to 1.0, (the value estimated from measurements is α ~0.5)
the cross-field fluxes and Deff  values near the separatrix correspondingly increase by a factor of 2
while these values at the limiter edge are unaffected, being fixed by the flux arriving at the
limiters/wall (which, in turn, must be consistent with midplane neutral pressures, Lyα-derived
ionization profile, and limiter flux probe measurements). In the remainder of this paper, results are
reported using the parameter α = 0.5, which, as seen in the UEDGE simulations, may lead to an
underestimate of cross-field fluxes and Deff  values near the separatrix.
Figure 3 shows Deff profiles extracted by this analysis technique for three 0.8 MA
discharges with different line-averaged densities: (a) ne = 1.1x1020 m-3, (b) ne = 1.6x1020 m-3, and
(c) ne = 2.6x1020 m-3. A number of important characteristics can be seen in this sequence:
- The density profile exhibits a two-layer structure: a steep exponential decay near the
separatrix and a much more gradual exponential decay in the far SOL. As the plasma
density is raised, density profiles flatten everywhere.
- The ionization profile behaves as expected; as the density is raised, it strongly increases in
magnitude and tends to peak further out into the SOL.
- The inferred cross-field plasma flux density is flat or slightly increasing across the SOL.
Its magnitude also strongly increases with plasma density.
- The resultant Deff profiles dramatically increase with distance into the SOL. The primary
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reason for this inferred increase is the variation of the density gradient across the profile;
the flux profile is mostly flat. Deff increases nearly everywhere with increasing ne .
- In the far SOL, Deff is clearly a poor characterization of the transport process; the density
gradient becomes nearly flat [case (c)] yet the cross-field flux remains very large.
It is important to emphasize that this behavior of particle transport is radically different than
the constant particle diffusion coefficient that is often assumed in 2-D numerical simulations of the
SOL. With a constant particle diffusion coefficient, the density profile would need to get steeper as
the main-chamber wall is approached in order to drive an increasing cross-field particle flux.
Clearly, the ~exponential decay of density with distance into the C-Mod SOL is a consequence of a
rapid spatial increase in Deff. (Our use of the term ‘Deff’ here is not meant to imply that the
transport is uniquely related to local conditions and the local density gradient. Rather,  it is simply
the diffusion coefficient that would be required to yield the observed fluxes. For example, it is
possible that local transport could be dominated by large scale convection cells set by non-local
conditions.) It should also be noted that the ~exponential density profile decay is not evidence of,
nor is it caused by, a preponderance of particles streaming along field lines, exhausting into the
divertor volume or onto divertor baffle surfaces.
IV. PARTICLE AND HEAT TRANSPORT DEPENDENCIES
A. Deff correlations
An advantage of the above technique is that it can be performed in many discharges,
allowing correlations of Deff with local or global conditions to be identified. Recently, a clear
correlation between the local values of Deff  and the local values of density and electron temperature
in the near SOL has been reported for a set of ohmic L-mode discharges with different core
densities3, suggesting the relationship: Deff ~ λei-1.7, where λei is the electron-ion mean-free path.
Here we apply the same analysis to a more recent set of discharges which included differing plasma
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currents (Ip) and toroidal magnetic fields (BT):  0.6 < Ip < 1.0 MA, 4 < BT <  6 tesla, 0.8x1020 <
ne < 2.5x10
20
 m-3, yielding 64 time-slices with normalized density range, 0.14 < n ne G/  <  0.47.
Fig. 4 shows regression analyses results, correlating Deff  at ρ = 2 mm with 3 different sets
of regressors: (a) Te and n at ρ = 2 mm, Ip, and BT, (b) Te and λei/L at ρ = 2 mm (Here, L is the
local magnetic field line length connecting from inner to outer divertor target/baffle, divided by two),
and (c) λei/L at ρ = 2 mm. Table I also presents analysis at ρ = 4 and 6 mm locations and includes
partial F-test statisitics of the regressors (columns labeled ‘-test’) and the square of the multiple
correlation coefficients (R2)14. As seen in Table I, partial F-tests and multiple correlation
coefficients using data from the far SOL (ρ ≥ 6 mm) are low. The analysis therefore does not offer
reliable information about trends in Deff in this zone. However, a number of important trends can be
inferred about Deff in the near SOL:
- The four-parameter regression (Te, n, Ip, and BT) suggests a rough BT/Ip dependence of
Deff . One could consider this a q (safety factor) dependence or a dependence on the
parallel magnetic connection length, L.
- The two parameter regression (Te, λei/ L) does just as well statistically, implying that the
dependence on L (or q) is well represented in λei/L. Partial F-test values indicate that λei/L
is more important than Te.
- The single-parameter regression (0.014 < λei/L < 0.14) does almost as well as the multi-
parameter regressions with partial F-test values for λei/L being higher than any other
parameter. This identifies λei/L is the most statistically relevant parameter. Apart from the
newly found dependence on the parameter, L, the implied relationship at ρ = 2 mm, Deff ~
(λei/ L)-1.7, is identical to that reported previously3.
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B. Cross-field heat convection
The regression analysis suggests that as λei/ L decreases, cross-field particle transport in
the near SOL increases. Ionization profiles (e.g., Fig. 3) indicate that cross-field particle flux
densities (Γ⊥) remain roughly at the same level or higher as they traverse the far SOL. It is
interesting to compare the resultant convected power crossing a given flux surface (Qconv) to the
power that must cross that flux surface (Qdiv) in order to support parallel electron conduction
losses to the divertor target and baffles. Assuming Ti ≈ Te, the convected power is Qconv ~ ALCFS
5 Te Γ⊥ . The parallel heat flux arising from electron conduction is q Te// //
/
= − ∇2
7 0
7 2
κ with κ 0≈
2.8x103 in units of watts m-1 eV-7/2. Assuming a Te profile along the field line that is symmetric
with respect to the divertor targets, an equivalent uniform volumetric heat loss along the length of
the field line can be constructed, S q
R q
T Tw= ∇ ⋅ ≈ −// // ( )
/ /4
7 2 2 2 0 0
7 2 7 2
π
κ , where q  is the
safety factor (evaluated at 95% flux surface), R  is major radius, T0 is the peak electron temperature
on the field line (≈ Te measured by horizontal probe) and TW  is the temperature at the
divertor/baffle surface. An estimate of the cross-field power necessary to support electron parallel
conduction losses in the SOL beyond the flux surface at location ρ can therefore be obtained by
integrating S  over the volume between that flux surface and the one tangent to the limiter,
Q A
R q
Tdiv LCFS( ) '
/ρ κ
π
∂ρ
ρ
ρ
≈ ∫47 02 2 2 0
7 2
limiter
, (1)
where ALCFS is the area of the last closed flux surface.  Equation (1) may be considered an upper
estimate since it effectively sets Tw to be zero.
Figure 5 shows the density and electron temperature profiles from two discharges (lowest
and highest density discharges shown previously in Fig. 2) along with the corresponding estimates
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of Qconv and Qdiv. Some important characteristics are made evident by this comparison:
-  In both discharges, Qconv exceeds  Qdiv in the far SOL (ρ > 7 mm); parallel electron
conduction is not high enough to handle the power entering this region. Since these
discharges exhibit MCR, we already know that parallel heat convection to the divertor
target and baffles is not significant relative to cross-field heat convection. Therefore, cross-
field heat convection combined with an undetermined amount of cross-field conduction,
charge exchange, and radiation to the main-chamber walls must be dominating the heat
losses in this region.
- In the lower density discharge, Qconv by itself can not account for Qdiv in the near SOL
(ρ < 7 mm). This implies that a significant level of cross-field heat conduction must be
active in this zone. Moreover, since Qconv is small relative to Qdiv, it appears that the
electron temperature profile in this zone is primarily governed by the cross-field heat
diffusivity and parallel conduction loss to the divertor. In this regime, one expects the
temperature at the separatrix (Tsep) to be more or less fixed, satisfying the well-known
relationship15 with power into the SOL ( Psol ), T Psep sol∝ 2 7/ .
- In the higher density discharge, Qconv exceeds Qdiv over the entire SOL; cross-field heat
transport to the main-chamber walls is now dominating the heat losses over the entire SOL.
The above observations suggest the following picture: As the plasma density is raised (or
more generally, λei/L near the separatrix reduced) cross-field particle transport increases and heat
losses from cross-field transport become more important than heat losses from parallel electron
conduction over an increasingly larger portion of the SOL, starting with the far SOL. Apparently,
for sufficiently low values of λei/L near the separatrix, electron parallel conduction losses no longer
regulate the magnitude or shape of the electron temperature profile anywhere in the SOL.
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C. SOL Power Balance
As a test of the confidence level in the Qconv(ρ) and Qdiv(ρ) estimates, we can evaluate
these quantities at the separatrix and compare them to independent estimates of the total power
flowing into the SOL (Psol, based on input power minus core radiation) and the total power
convected to the main-chamber limiters (Plim, based on 5 Te times the particle flux to the main-
chamber limiters, estimated from the limiter flux probe). These quantities are plotted as a function
of n ne G/  in Fig. 6 for the same set of discharges shown in Fig. 2.
We see that at low density, the estimate of power conducted to the divertor approximately
balances the power crossing the LCFS. This gives us some assurance that the conduction estimate
is roughly right. As the density is raised, the power conducted to the divertor can not account for the
power into the SOL. However,  according to the limiter flux-probe estimate, the power convected to
the main-chamber limiters rises strongly with density. The sum of Qdiv and Plim approximately
accounts for the power into the SOL. The quantity Qconv(0), which is derived independently, also
tracks Plim very well but it may be systematically low (or Plim systematically high) since one
would expect Qconv(ρlimiter) to be lower than Qconv(0) (as shown in Fig. 5) and Qconv(ρlimiter)
to be comparable or greater than Plim (and remembering that Plim is computed at a location ~4 mm
in the shadow of the main-chamber limiters). In any case, these data clearly support the conclusion
that as the discharge density is raised the heat conducted to the divertor  falls and the heat convected
to the main-chamber walls increases. Also, the heat flux estimates appear to be sufficiently accurate
to conclude that cross-field heat convection dominates over parallel conduction losses over the
entire SOL for n ne G/  >  ~0.45. Possible additional heat losses from cross-field heat conduction,
charge exchange, and SOL radiation not seen by the core bolometer diagnostic are not considered
here.
V. PLASMA FLUCTUATIONS AND BEHAVIOR NEAR DENSITY LIMIT
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A. Character of fluctuations across the SOL
The underlying physics of cross-field particle and heat transport involves plasma
turbulence. Therefore, one expects some correspondence to exist between the character of plasma
fluctuations and the observed transport. As discussed here, a clear correspondence is indeed
detected, consistent with different particle and heat transport physics in the near and far SOL.
The top panel in Fig. 7 shows a typical cross-field plasma density profile from the
horizontal scanning probe. Subsequent panels show time snapshots of ion saturation current (Isat)
normalized to the mean values recorded by the probe as it traverses the SOL. In the near SOL
region, where the gradients are large, the fluctuation amplitude is the lowest and the data exhibit a
steady stream of apparently random fluctuations. At the location where the density gradient
noticeably flattens (ρ ~ 5 mm) the fluctuations also noticeably change. From this location and
outward into the SOL the data exhibit lower-frequency, higher-amplitude fluctuations with
intermittent, long-lived ‘bursts’ of ion saturation current arriving at the probe.
The lifetime of ‘bursts’ in ion saturation current at a given location can be quantified by the
auto-correlation time. At any location in the SOL the auto-correlation function (not shown) drops
more or less exponentially with a characteristic e-folding time (τ). However, the values of τ
indicated in Fig. 7 show that the ‘bursts’ in ion saturation current last systematically longer as the
distance from the separatrix increases.
B. Behavior as density limit is approached
Up to this point, we have been focussing on SOL transport and turbulence characteristics in
discharges with ne  less than 0.47 times the Greenwald limit ( nG)10. An interesting behavior
unfolds as the discharge density approaches nG.
Figure 8 shows the time history of a typical discharge used to for this study: An ohmic L-
mode discharge with a continuously ramping plasma density is established by gas puffing. After a
period of ~0.7 seconds, the plasma current is ramped down such that a density limit induced
17
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disruption occurs. The middle panel in Fig. 8 displays the total input power (ohmic), total radiated
power (2π bolometer), and an estimate of the power convected through a magnetic flux surface in
the shadow of the main-chamber limiters (based on 5 Te + 13.6 times the particle flux to the main-
chamber limiters, estimated from the limiter flux probe). These traces display that the sum of
radiation and limiter convection losses account for almost all the input power as the density limit is
approached. The density limit is reached near the time when these losses exceed the input power.
The horizontal scanning probe is used to record SOL profiles at three times when n ne G/  = 0.34,
0.41, and 0.82. The corresponding values of λei/L at ρ = 1 mm are indicated, showing a rapid
reduction in this parameter near the separatrix as the density limit is approached.
Cross-field profiles of density (normalized to nG), electron temperature, and fluctuation
characteristics obtained by the horizontal probe are shown in Fig. 9. In general, the density and
temperature profiles show a familiar flattening as the core density is raised (or λei/L near separatrix
reduced). However, for n ne G/  ~ 0.8, there no longer is a transition between a steep-gradient
region in the near SOL and a shallow gradient region in the far SOL. The ‘break-point’ in these
regions appears to move toward the separatrix such that for the profile at n ne G/ ~ 0.8 the ‘break-
point’ is inside the separatrix! Moreover, the normalized density at the separatrix does not increase
with n ne G/  over this range but appears to saturate at a maximum value of ~0.2; large gradients in
density and temperature must exist further inside closed flux surfaces in order to account for the
core plasma densities and temperatures in this discharge.
The fluctuation profiles tell a similar story. At low n ne G/ , the auto-correlation times and
the normalized ion saturation current fluctuation amplitudes show the usual behavior; they track
with the density gradient, being lower in a steep-gradient ‘near SOL’ region and higher in a
shallow-gradient ‘far SOL’ region. For the density profile at n ne G/  ~ 0.8 there is no steep
gradient region in the SOL, and correspondingly, the auto-correlation times and the normalized ion
saturation current fluctuation amplitudes are large across the entire SOL.
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Thus it appears that the high cross-field transport zone (high Deff), which is normally
restricted to the far SOL region for low n ne G/ , envelops the entire SOL for high n ne G/ . This
may explain why the normalized separatrix density becomes saturated at the value of ~0.2 and no
longer increases with n ne G/ . As shown in Fig. 8, the magnitude of the cross-field heat convection
to the walls at high n ne G/  is large enough to impact the power balance of the discharge.
VI. DISCUSSION
Evidence for increased cross-field particle transport in the far SOL has been seen before in
a number of other experiments. A ‘shoulder’ in the cross-field density and temperature profiles
have been seen in ASDEX16 and JT-60U17. This feature is found to persist regardless of changes in
the divertor geometry18,19. In ASDEX-UG, the profiles in the shoulder region could be reproduced
in simulations by assuming a large outward drift of 70 m s-1 or an effective particle diffusion
coefficient much larger than Bohm of Deff ~ 30 m2 s-1 16. Also similar to Alcator C-Mod results20-
22
, neutral pressures in the main-chamber of ASDEX-UG were unaffected in changing to a more
closed divertor geometry23 suggesting that rapid transport in the far SOL and subsequent wall
recycling sets the neutral pressures in the main-chamber.
A recent investigation of helium transport in the Alcator C-Mod SOL with an ion mass
spectrometer also indicates rapid cross-field transport in the far SOL24. It was found that in order to
account for the relatively large ratio of singly- to doubly-charged 3He ions arriving at the wall, the
cross-field diffusive and/or convective transport of helium must increase with distance from the
separatrix. Near the wall, the required effective particle diffusion coefficient exceeded the Bohm
level by more than two orders of magnitude, implying that an outward particle convection model
may be a more appropriate description of the transport process.
The overall characteristics of SOL plasma fluctuations seen in the C-Mod (frequency range,
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k i⊥ρ  range, auto-correlation times, ‘bursty’ behavior) are ubiquitous features of turbulence in edge
plasmas25. Similar to the results reported in this paper, experiments on ASDEX26 found that
lifetimes and correlation lengths (poloidal and radial) of Hα fluctuations increased with increasing
line-averaged density at a fixed location in the SOL. In JET27, a variation in the character of the
turbulence with position in the SOL was seen; the frequency band over which turbulent transport
fluxes occur varied from low frequencies in the SOL region to high frequencies inside the last-
closed flux surface. This work also reported turbulent transport fluxes remaining approximately
constant with distance into the SOL (within a factor of 2), despite almost an order of magnitude
variation in the gradient of the ion saturation current  (~density) profile. These results imply Deff
values increasing by nearly an order of magnitude with distance into the SOL.
Additional information on the character of the edge turbulence in Alcator C-Mod is
presently being compiled through visible light emission measurements in the far SOL using a set of
fast time-response diodes28,29 and a high-resolution 2-D spatial imaging30 of a localized gas puff.
Visible light emission from 3 spatial locations in the far SOL separated by 3.4 mm indicate that
‘bursts’ in visible light emission have radial correlation lengths of ~7 mm and an effective
propagation velocity towards the wall in excess of a few 100 m s-1. Snapshots of 2-D images of
visible light emission with 2 µs exposure show intermittent, spatially separated ‘blobs’ of emission
in the far SOL. Isolated blobs, which are viewed along magnetic field lines by optics, have a roughly
circular form with a characteristic size of about 10 mm in diameter.  Blobs are often seen extending
across the far SOL, into the shadow of the main-chamber limiters. The ‘bursts’ seen in probe and
fast-diode data combined with the ‘blobs’ seen in the 2-D imaging data are consistent with the idea
that large density and perhaps temperature perturbations propagate across the far SOL, convecting
particles and energy to the main-chamber limiters.
As outlined by Wesson31, a density limit disruption is believed to involve the onset of a
thermal instability in which the edge plasma cools and the current channel shrinks, becoming
magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) unstable. Impurity radiation by itself can drive such a thermal
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instability when the radiated power becomes equal to the input power. However, as pointed out in
Ref.[10], a thermal collapse could also arise from cross-field transport in the plasma edge; if
transport increases rapidly in response to a cold plasma edge, then a thermal instability can ensue.
In this scenario, radiation could act in concert with transport to establish a thermal instability or
radiation could act as an intermediary, carrying power from a large volume of cold halo plasma to
the wall. The observations outlined in this paper lend support to this more generalized scenario;
particle transport across the separatrix in Alcator C-Mod increases as the edge plasma becomes
more collisional; as the density limit is approached,  heat convection onto the wall impacts the power
balance of the discharge. Thus, particle transport and heat convection in the edge plasma and its
scaling with discharge parameters may be a key physics element underlying the empirical scaling of
the tokamak density limit.
VII. SUMMARY
Owing to rapid cross-field particle transport, Alcator C-Mod operates predominately in a
‘main-chamber recycling regime’ where particle fluxes to main-chamber surfaces are large
compared to the particle flow between the main-chamber and divertor volumes and can even exceed
the particle flux onto the divertor target. Taking advantage of particle balance in this regime,
effective particle diffusion coefficients profiles (Deff) can be estimated directly from ionization
profiles. Deff is found to increase dramatically with distance into the SOL. The shape of the density
profile is primarily responsible for this inference: A steep density gradient typically exists in the
near SOL (~ 5 mm from separatrix) while a shallow gradient exists outside this region; the cross-
field particle flux profile is relatively flat. Deff in the near SOL is found to be well correlated with
local electron-ion mean-free path (λei) normalized to local magnetic connection (L),  Deff ~ (λei/L)-
1.7
, over a range of plasma densities (0.14 < n ne G/  <  0.47). As λei/L is decreased, cross-field
heat convection becomes larger than parallel heat losses to the divertor over an increasing portion of
the SOL.
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 Consistent with the observation that Deff increases with distance from the separatrix, the
amplitude and character of plasma fluctuations in the near and far SOL zones is markedly different:
Moderate fluctuation amplitudes are associated with the steep gradients in the near SOL while
larger fluctuation levels and longer correlation times are associated with the smaller gradients in the
far SOL. In discharges which approach the density limit, λei/L near the separatrix becomes very
small, Deff becomes large, the plasma density at the separatrix no longer increases, and fluctuations
which were previously characteristic of the far SOL now occur even across the separatrix.
Above n ne G/  ~ 0.5, cross-field heat convection clearly dominates over parallel conduction
losses over the entire SOL. Thus, as the density limit is approached, the electron temperature near
the separatrix is not regulated by parallel conduction to be an approximately fixed value
(T Psep sol∝ 2 7/ ). Instead, the level of anomalous cross-field heat convection impacts the temperature
at the separatrix and becomes an important component in the power losses of the discharge. These
observations suggest that the particle and heat transport physics of the edge plasma may play a key
role in determining the maximum density that can be sustained in a tokamak discharge.
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 Table I –Regression analysis: Correlation of Deff  measured at three spatial locations (ρ)
 ======================================================
ρ(mm) Deff*    α     β     γ     δ     ε   Te-test n-test  Ip-test   BT-test   λei/L-test     R2
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
    2    0.029    -3.8   1.1   - 1.2  1.8       107          43 16   11                       0.80
    2    0.0014  -1.5                          -1.2    10                            48          0.79
    2    0.00052           -1.7                    186         0.75
    4    0.025    -4.3   0.9   - 1.3  1.5       130          48 29   9.0                      0.80
    4    0.0026  -2.4                          -1.0    28                            66          0.79
    4    0.0024           -1.4                    144         0.70
    6    0.17      -1.5   1.0   - 1.4  0.2       4.6          21 15   0.03                    0.40
    6    0.018     0.3                          -1.0    0.12                 28          0.36
    6    0.016                       -1.0                     36          0.36
      Deff  (m2 s-1) = Deff* (Te /50 eV)
α
 (n /1020 m-3)β(Ip /1 MA)γ (BT/5 tesla)δ (λei/L)ε
======================================================
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Fig. 2. Estimates of ion fluxes in C-Mod discharges. Vertical axis: (u) ionization fluxes
in the main chamber from midplane Dα, (n) ion fluxes onto divertor target plus baffles
and (l) ion fluxes onto divertor baffles only from divertor probes, (s) ion fluxes
crossing a magnetic flux surface, 4 to 5 mm beyond the shadow of the main-chamber
limiters, based on the limiter-shadow particle flux probe (see Fig.1), assuming
toroidal/poloidal symmetry and (H) ion fluxes directed towards the divertor throat and
baffles from vertical scanning Langmuir/Mach probe. Horizontal axis: line-averaged
density of corresponding discharge.
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integral of Sion, using the method in Ref [3]. Data from discharges with three different
line-averaged densities are shown: (t) 1.1x1020 m-3, (n) 1.6x1020 m-3, and (s) 2.6x1020
m-3. Effective cross-field particle diffusivity profiles (Deff) are computed from Γ⊥ and
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The regressions include 64 data samples, obtained in discharges with parameter range:
0.6 < Ip < 1.0 MA, 4 < BT <  6 tesla, 0.8x1020 < ne < 2.5x1020 m-3.
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Fig. 6. Cross-check of heat flux estimates: (u) power flowing into SOL based on input
power minus core radiation, (n) power conducted along field lines to divertor based on
Te
7 2/ integration across SOL,  (l) power convected across a flux surface 4 to 5 mm
beyond the shadow of main-chamber limiters based on 5 Te times the limiter-shadow
particle flux probe measurement shown in Fig.2, and (H) power convected  across
separatrix based on ALCFS 5 Te Γ⊥, where Γ⊥ is estimated from local particle balance
model (section III.B). Horizontal axis is line-averaged discharge density normalized to
Greenwald density.
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Fig. 7. Top panel: Cross-field density profile from horizontal scanning probe (spline fit).
Bottom panels: time snapshots of Isat/<Isat> at different locations (indicated by ρ value)
as the probe traverses the SOL plasma. The breaks in the time series correspond to times
when the probe is not biased in ion saturation. Note: The time axis is relative; Each
snapshot is acquired at a different time over the probe s trajectory. Digital sampling rate
is 1 MHz. Characteristic e-folding times (τ) of the auto-correlation function for the time
series are indicated.
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Fig. 8. Time evolution of a discharge used to study SOL transport and fluctuation
behavior near the density limit. Top panel: plasma current and line-averaged density
( ne ). Middle panel: input power, total radiated power, and an estimate of heat convection
onto main-chamber limiter surfaces based on limiter-shadow particle flux probe. Lower
panel: ne  normalized to Greenwald density (nG) and electron-ion mean free path
normalized to 1/2 the magnetic connection length (λei/L) at ρ = 1 mm obtained from the
three times when the horizontal scanning probe is operated.
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